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Winery Cooling Systems

Introduction
Droughts and scarce water supply have
become increasing concerns for California
Wine Country as new restrictions are enacted.
At NIMBUS® Advanced Process Cooling, we
provide sustainable advanced fluid cooling
systems that introduce a conservative amount
of fresh water into the cooling process, which
reduces water consumption and dependency
for your winery.
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Advanced Fluid Cooling
Systems Made for Wineries
VIRGA X3® and VIRGA III® are hybrid adiabatic cooling
systems that operate on a fully closed coolant path to
help preserve water, health, and energy.
The fluid cooling systems are designed to maintain
a consistent temperature at a designated set point
using fans and a water misting system when needed.
1. When the temperature of the process fluid rises
above the set point, a fan will turn on and begin
cooling the fluid.
2. If the temperature continues to rise, a second
fan will turn on.

VIRGA Benefits
VIRGA III® and VIRGA X3® yield numerous
environmental and economic benefits, including:
◌ Reduces water consumption up to 95%
compared to traditional cooling towers
◌ Adiabatic mist helps prevent summer
overheating issues
◌ Does not require chemical treatment
programs or disinfection
◌ Quick installation, single point of power
◌ Virtually maintenance-free
◌ Stainless steel construction standard

3. If the fans are sufficient to cool the process 		
fluid at the set point, no water is used.

◌ Corrosion-resistant copper tubing and
coated aluminum fins

4. If the fans alone cannot reject the heat, then a
mist of cool water will be administered around
the cooler to lower the air temperature drawn
across the coil. This lowers the process fluid
temperature below the set point.

◌ EC or NEMA fan motors for minimizing
energy consumption
◌ Sized from 5–450 tons of heat rejection
per unit

5. Fans cycle on as needed to keep
the process fluid at the set point.

◌ Custom-built UL 508A C/US Listed Control
Panels

6. The misting system is used only
when the fans alone cannot
maintain the leaving fluid
temperature.

◌ Does not rely on a reservoir of standing water,
eliminating a primary breeding ground for
Legionella bacteria

During the cooler months,
the water mist is not activated,
and the unit operates as a dry
air cooler.

